ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF CEDRIC DEAN

Cedric Dean is founder of SAVE (Safeguard Atone Validate Educate), which is a national
prisoner lead movement dedicated to preventing lawlessness and building character in misguided
souls.
Cedric has:
* Helped hundreds of prisoners obtain their General Education Diploma
* Volunteered over 5000 hours tutoring prisoners
* Saved the lives of thousands of prisoners who have attended his Adult Continuing Education
classes or seminars based on tons of letters and memos from prisoners and executive correctional
staff.
* Authored 22 books which include anti-crime, anti-drug and anti-violence books (HOW TO
SAVE OUR CHILDREN FROM CRIME, DRUGS AND VIOLENCE, is a book that offers
solutions to America's juvenile crime problem), (HOW TO STOP YOUR CHILDREN FROM
GOING TO PRISON, is a book that helps parents cope with solutions rather than problems),
(LEADERS BREED LEADERS is a self-help book that deromanticizes criminal livelihood) that
is a transformational tool used in Cedric's seminars.
* Founded the SAVE program & curriculum being introduced into the Federal Bureau of
Prisons, which can potentially impact over 200,000 prisoners.
* Authored the Cedric Dean's National Community Guide, which helps youth recognize
individual gifts and strong points and the Incorporate Youth Manual, which outlines effective
ways to get youth involved in key decisions that affect them and their communities.
* Provided live mentoring via telephone during an on-air interview with Inner Child Radio about
Cedric's work. The segment was streamed worldwide through the internet.
* Recorded a one day leadership seminar entitled "Leaders Breed Leaders." Cedric's seminar met
with such a large response from high security inmates that it had to be presented on three
separate occasions to staff and inmates.
* Recorded anti-crime messages that have been played on www.cedricdean.com.
* Appeared in the "Written Word" before the 2005 U.S. House Judiciary Chairman, John
Conyers with a prison freedom initiative designed to bring back federal parole.
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* Served as the executive director of NAACP Prison Branch 5135
* Received from the Federal Bureau of Prisons a Call to Service Award for his leadership and
mentorship to federal prisoners.
* Received from the Federal Bureau of Prisons a Civil Service Award for his volunteer efforts to
help prisoners.
* Received praise from the Office of Safe and Drug Free Schools.
*Received a journeymanship certification in the trade of Teacher Assistant.
*Won numerous Awards for his academic accomplishments.
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